
A New Flight Model of the HRC-I MCP Quantum E�ienyK. T. Hole, R. H. Donnelly, and J.P. Brown6th August 20021 IntrodutionWe present a new HRC-I MCP Quantum E�ieny (QE) model, reated in three steps from broad band alibrationmeasurements taken on-orbit, the original HRC-I QE �ight model,1 and a QE model for the HRC-S.2We �rst ombined the broad band orbital data with the original �ight model - used as a relative response urve- to produe a omposite measurement of the HRC-I's �ight on�guration response. This omposite measurementwas then averaged with the original �ight model using an unertainty-based weighting to generate v. 2.0 of themiro-hannel plate (MCP) QE. Finally, using the latest HRC-S QE model as a shaping fator below 626 eV, wereated v. 2.1 of the QE model.In Setion 2, we disuss the generation of the omposite measurement from �ight data. This approah wasneessary beause of the very low energy resolution of the HRC in imaging mode. Setion 3 disusses the averagingof the omposite �ight measurement with the original �ight model as well as the generation of the �nal unertainties.Setion 4 disusses the inlusion of the relative response of the HRC-S at low energies.2 The Composite Measurement2.1 Data AnalysisThe omposite measurement is based on repeated observations of three soures whose X-ray spetra are in generallydistint energy regimes. G21.5-0.9 radiates at energies above 1 keV, Cas A is prominent in the range of 0.7 to 2.5keV, and HZ 43 emits from 0.06 to 0.2 keV.Bakground subtrated soure ount rates for eah observation were determined from level 2 event �les usingenirled energy data and the exposure time determined from the header of the event list. Beause the �lteringinluded in standard level 2 proessing of HRC-I data results in the loss of 2-5% of true x-ray events,3 the rates foundin this way were inreased by 2.5%. We hose this value as a onservative orretion that minimized di�ereneswith the original �ight model. This introdues an unertainty in the measurement of approximately 1%, whih hasbeen inluded in the systemati error estimates for our �nal analysis of the detetor response.2.2 Normalizing to Fit the Orbital DataThe observed ount rates determined above were ompared with ount rates predited by onvolving the souremodels with the anonial HRMA e�etive area, UVIS transmission, and original �ight model of the MCP QE.From this omparison, we generated a set of varying sale fators to normalize the original �ight model to math the1Version 1, produed in 1999 by D. Patnaude from ground alibration data.2Version 2.1, produed in Deember 2001 by D. Pease from in-�ight alibration and lab �at �elds.3Juda, Mike. Private ommuniation, 2002. 1



orbital data. In the 1.0-2.5 keV range, the normalization was onstrained to optimize agreement with observationsof both Cas A and G21.5-0.9.Over the nominal energy range of the QE model of the detetor, 100 eV to 10 keV, we �nd that the responseshould be dereased on average by a fator of 0.93 relative to the original �ight model in order to agree with theon-orbit measurements. The bulk of this hange ours below 277 eV, where the response must be redued by anaverage fator of 0.84 in order to orretly predit the observed ount rates. From 11 eV to about 120 eV (1100-100Å), the �out of band� response of the detetor is also redued by a fator of 0.68 for reasons disussed below. From277 eV to 1.488 keV, the response appears to be greater than originally modeled by a fator of 1.13, while from1.488 to 10 keV, it is less than modeled by an average fator of 0.92.When the �rst versions of the HRC-I QE model were reated, the X-ray alibration data ould not be �t wellwith any single response funtion. Therefore Patnaude et al.4 �t the data with separate quadrati omponents inseveral energy regimes. In our modi�ations of the response to improve agreement with observation, we have usedontinuous sale fators that are smooth within these oherent setions of the response urve, to avoid introduingany additional disontinuities. The exat fators we have used to modify the HRC-I response to reate the ompositemeasurement are shown in Figure 1. A omparison of the �ight data with preditions developed using the ompositemeasurement and the soure models is given in Table 1. The new omposite measurement, though by de�nitionin exellent agreement with the �ight data, is in moderate disagreement with the ground data - in the form of theoriginal �ight model - olleted at the XRCF and during sub-assembly testing. The omposite measurement of thedetetor response is plotted - alongside the original �ight model, with its assoiated unertainty envelope, and thepre-launh alibration data points - in Figure 2. Note that the error envelope of the original �ight model and theomposite measurement overlap for all but one energy band. In that band, between 0.85 and 1.2 keV, they aredisrepant by less than 5%.Energy Range Primary Objet Observed Predition with Average Modifying Predition with Composite( tss ) QE v. 1.0 ( tss ) Fator Measurement ( tss )�1.022 keV G21.5-0.9 0.5190 0.5441 �0.93 0.52720.626-1.022 keV Cas A 88.074 82.98 �1.22 86.260.08-0.277 keV HZ 43 3.9159 5.4353 �0.84 4.0241�0.08 keV 0.68Table 1: A omparison of the preditions of the original �ight model and the on-orbit HRC-I response measurement.2.3 Unertainties in the Composite MeasurementThe unertainties for this new measurement of the response are heavily dominated by the astrophysis used tomodel the soures and the systematis of the measurements rather than the statistial unertainties of the data,whih are less than 1% in all ases. The unertainties in our model of Cas A are estimated at 9%. Along withsystemati unertainties - primarily that of the observed ount rate orretion - this leads to an error estimate of10% in the orresponding energy range. The error in the G21.5 model is 5%, whih when ombined with systematierrors leads to an estimate of approximately 6% for the unertainties in the orresponding portion of the ompositemeasurement.At lower energies, we have an additional ompliation. Due to the lak of energy resolution on the HRC-I, itis impossible to distinguish low energy X-rays from �out of band� photons. One explanation of the original �ightmodel's over-preditions for HZ 43 is an over-estimate of the low energy response. However, beause the soure'sspetrum extends to the extreme ultraviolet region, another possibility is that the original �ight model overestimates4Patnaude, D. et al. �E�etive Area of the AXAF High Resolution Camera (HRC).� SPIE. 19982



Figure 1: Sale fators used to produe the omposite measurement from the original �ight model and the orbitaldata.

Figure 2: Comparison of the omposite model and v. 1, with XRCF and SAC data
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the �out of band� response of the detetor. We have hosen a balaned approah and modi�ed both the low energyand �out of band� response models. This results in omparatively greater unertainties for the response at lowenergies, whih we estimate to be 20% below 277 eV. While still large, this is a signi�ant improvement over thelow energy unertainties in the original �ight model. All of these unertainties are at the one sigma on�denelevel.3 HRC-I Flight MCP QE v. 2.0In order to ombine the many disrete and well understood data points taken during ground testing with the orbitaldata, we ombined the original �ight model (v. 1) and the omposite measurement of the �ight response usingstandard error-weighted averaging tehniques. This new model (v. 2.0) emphasizes the �ight data at low energies,where there was a high unertainty in the original �ight model, but retains the very high resolution and qualitydata olleted during ground testing at intermediate energies, where our new measurements are less ertain. In thehigher energy regime, the new model inorporates both measurements with approximately equal weight.The unertainty estimates for version 2.0 were alulated using the same error-weighting tehniques, and mostnotieably result in a large redution of the unertainties at lower energies relative to the original �ight model.4 The New Model - HRC-I Flight MCP QE v. 2.1As a �nal re�nement to the new model, we have adapted the latest HRC-S QE model (v. 2.1) for use as a shapefator at energies below 626 eV where the previous relative response of the detetor was poorly known. This energyFigure 3: Comparison of QE models versions 2 and 2.1 at energies below 1 keV
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marks the lower extent of the Cas A data and the beginning of a region down to that oupied by the HZ43 datawhere we urrently have no observational data for the HRC-I.Given the similar shapes of the nominal QE models of the HRC-I and the HRC-S, we have normalized theHRC-S QE model to that of the HRC-I below 626 eV. The HRC-I QE model v. 2.1 is the omposite of thisnormalization below 626 eV and the unhanged v. 2.0 model above 626 eV.5 We show a omparison of versions 2.0and 2.1 below 1 keV in Figure 3. No further unertainties beyond those found in the v. 2.0 model were introduedinto the error estimates for the v. 2.1 model.The new MCP QE model (v. 2.1) is presented, with error bars and the original �ight model (v. 1), in Figure 4.A new version of the total e�etive area was made by onvolving the new QE model with the UVIS transmissionand HRMA e�etive area models. This HRC-I E�etive Area Model v. 2.1 is shown in Figure 5 with a omparisonto the original e�etive area model.We �nd that the ount rates predited by the new model for all three of our soures are onsistent with on-orbitmeasurements within the established unertainties. Details of this omparison are show in Table 2.Energy Range Primary Objet Observed Predition with( tss ) QE v. 2.1 ( tss )�1.022 keV G21.6-0.9 0.5190 0.5353+0:0293�0:02920.626-1.022 keV Cas A 88.074 83.38+4:73�4:720.08-0.277 keV HZ 43 3.9159 4.0082+0:4484�0:3159Table 2: A omparison of the preditive properties of the v. 2.1 �ight model of the MCP QE and the on-orbitHRC-I response.5 ConlusionWe present results of the onvolution of on-orbit �ight data from the HRC-I with previous ground alibration data.The new model (v. 2.1) of the detetor MCP response more aurately re�ets our knowledge of the in-�ightperformane of the instrument. Further orbital data may lead to small adjustments in the normalization of themodel. However, due to the low energy resolution of the detetor, it is unlikely that our model of the detailedrelative response of the detetor will hange in any signi�ant way.

5The joining was atually done at approximately 623 eV beause the values of the normalized HRC-S QE model and the HRC-I QEmodel v. 2.0 are equal at this point. 5



Figure 4: HRC-I QE Model Version 2.1

Figure 5: HRC-I E�etive Area Model Version 2.1
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